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Teachers' Development programme

OBJECTIVES:

' To discuss the finer details of the educational content provided by Extramai-ks along with the
updates in the software.

' To give the teachers a thorough insight about the various
learning sessions highly rnteractive and interesting.

' To train the staff members about using the Extramarks in
teaching more tech-savvy.

DESCRIPTION:

features available to make teaching-

their regular classes to make the I

"Effii.cation is the mostyowerfutweayonwe cclrl'use to cfi.ange tfi.e wor[d,"- 5[efson fuIandeh

Today, more than ever, the role of educational technology in teaching is of great importance because of
the use of infornration and communication technologies. With the help of various applications for distance
education, the Internet, teachers, and students themselves, tfler.r see the advantage of educational
technology. Various educational software are available in the market anC here at RDpS we are using
Extramarks, which helps in transforming traditional classroom into engaging, learner- centric
environment by integrating state-of-the-art technology infrastructure and professionally developed
multimedia learning module. In order to discuss the finer details of the educational content provided by
Extramarks along with the updates in the software, a session was conducted for both the existing and
new teachers. The subject- wise sessions were conducted wherein the resource person began the session
with the basics of the module which included logging in the module, consequences of logging in fromt
other's ID, switching over within the module and how the module has been bifurcated into different
headings, etc. She highlighted the key features of the learning module like 'Learn, practice and Test,. She
elucidated 3-pronged approach that provides the best of pedagogy and technology to create an engaging
child-centric teaching-learning environment. She demonstrated all the available options like - Mind Map,
Interactive maps, SLM-Smart Learn Modules, M cube, MCQ Test, Group euiz, Worksheet, BBC gallery,
Animations, etc. The teachers were also demonstrated how to plan lessons using the technological tools
available in Extramarks. This was followed by taking up feedbacks from the teachers. The resource
person efficiently answered to the queries put up by the participants. The session turned to be
informative and helped in updating themselves.
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